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            How to Play | Poker Games

            
                

            
                On television and in movies, most depictions of poker games nowadays show Texas
    hold'em, by far the most popular poker game over the past 15 years. But
    there's more to poker than just hold'em - there's a wide range of poker
    games with different structures and strategies, and poker has something for
    just about everyone.
            

            
                Here's a rundown of the different forms of the game played at the    World Series of Poker and
    on WSOP.com.
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                    Omaha
                
	
                    Seven Card Stud
                
	
                    Draw Games
                
	
                    5-Card Draw
                
	
                    Lowball Draw
                
	
                    Badugi
                
	
                    HORSE
                




            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        Texas Hold'em (Offered at: Online, WSOP, WSOPC, WSOPE)
                    

                    
                        In    Texas Hold'em
                        poker (usually shortened to just "Hold'em"), each player receives two cards
    face down. After a round of betting, give community cards are dealt face up
    on the center of the table - first three cards (called the "flop"),
    followed by another round of betting. Then the fourth card (the "turn") and
    another betting round. And then the fifth card (the "river") and a final
    round of betting.
                    

                    
                        Players use the seven cards they have available - two in their hand and
    five community cards - to make the best five-card poker hand.
                    

                    
                        Hold'em poker games are most often played no-limit, meaning players can bet all of their
    chips at any point in the hand. It is also common for it to be played with
    fixed limits, where each bet or raise is a set amount.
                    

                


            

            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        Omaha (Offered at: Online, WSOP, WSOPC, WSOPE)
                    

                    
                        Omaha poker
                        is structured much like hold'em, but each player receives four cards face
    down. The flop, turn, and river are dealt face up just like in hold'em,
    with betting rounds in between. At showdown, players must use exactly two
    of their face-down cards and three from the board to make a five-card poker
    hand.
                    

                    
                        There are several popular varieties of Omaha. It is often played pot-limit,
    where the maximum amount of each bet or raise is equal to the size of the
    pot. It is also often played as a high-low split game, where the best hand
    wins half the pot and the lowest hand wins the other half. The high-low
    split variation may be played either pot-limit or with fixed limits.
                    


                


            

            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        Seven Card Stud (Offered at: Online, WSOP)
                    

                    
                        Unlike hold'em or Omaha, in
    seven card stud
    
                        there are no community cards. To start, each player is dealt three cards,
    two face down and one face up. After a round of betting, each player
    receives three more face up cards, one at a time with a round of betting
    between each one. Then the seventh card (the "river") is dealt face down
    and there's a final round of betting. Each player can use five of their
    seven cards to make the best poker hand possible. The game is usually
    played with fixed limits.
                    

                    
                        There are a couple common variants of Seven Card Stud.    Razz
                        is seven card stud lowball, where the lowest hand wins the pot instead of
    the highest. And Seven Card Stud High-Low Eight or Better
                        (often called abbreviated Stud/8) is a combination of razz and seven card
    high; half the pot goes to the high hand, the other half to the lowest
    hand.
                    

                


            


            
                

                    

                


                
                    
                        
                        Draw Games (Offered at: WSOP)
                    

                    
                        In draw poker each player is given a starting hand (usually five cards, in
    some cases four), and has the opportunity to exchange some of his or her
    cards for new ones (that is, draw from the deck) before the
    showdown.
                    

                


            


            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        5-Card Draw (Offered at: WSOP)
                    

                    
                        Before the explosion of Texas Hold'em's popularity, 5-card draw was the
    most common form of poker in movies, television, and at casual kitchen
    table games. Each player is given five cards. There's one round of betting.
    Each player has the opportunity to draw. Then there's a final betting round
and a showdown. The game uses standard    poker hand rankings - royal
    flush is best, followed by a straight flush, four of a kind, etc.
                    

                


            


            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        Lowball Draw (Offered at: WSOP)
                    

                    
                        In lowball draw games,
    the hand rankings are essentially reversed, so the "worst" hand wins. There are two common styles of determining the
    lowest hand.
                    

                    
                        In 2-7 Lowball (sometimes called    Kansas City Lowball), straights and flushes count against
    you, and aces are always high. So the best possible hand is 2-3-4-5-7, with
    at least two different suits.
                    

                    
                        In A-5 Lowball (or California Lowball),
    straights and flushes are ignored, and aces count as low. The hand with the
    lowest unpaired cards wins, and the best possible hand is A-2-3-4-5.
                    

                    
                        Lowball draw games may be played no-limit - with one round of betting, one
    draw, another round of betting, and a showdown. Or they may be played with
fixed limits. Fixed limit lowball games are typically    Triple Draw. As the name implies, there are three
    opportunities to draw, and there's a betting round between each.
                    

                


            


            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        Badugi (Offered at: WSOP)
                    

                    
                        Badugi is a triple draw lowball variant in which each player receives four
    cards. There are three draws, with a round of betting between each. Badugi
    differs from other lowball games because of its hand rankings. Having more
    than one card of the same suit counts against you. So the best hand is
    A-2-3-4 of four different suits.
                    

                    
                        Badugi has spawned a couple other fun variants. Badacey is
    a combination of Badugi and A-5 lowball. It's a split pot game. Half the
    pot goes to the best badugi hand, the other half to the best A-5 hand.
                    

                    
                        Badeucey
                        is a similar. It's combination of badugi and 2-7 lowball. Half the pot goes
    to the best badugi hand, and the other half to the best 2-7 hand. In
    badeucey, the best Badugi hand is 2-3-4-5 of different suits. Aces are
    always considered high.
                    

                    
                        Watch & Learn the basics of Badugi:
                    

                    
                        
                    

                


            



            
                
                    
                


                
                    
                        
                        HORSE
                        and other Mixed Games (Offered at: WSOP)
                    

                    
                        Mixed games involve two or more of varieties of poker. Usually the game
    will change after a set number of hands, or after a full round at the
    table.
                    

                    
                        The most famous mixed poker game tournament HORSE,
which is an acronym for the five games in the mix: (limit Hold'em, limit Omaha hi-lo,    Razz, Stud, and Stud E
                        ight).
                    

                    
                        Other common mixed game tournaments are 8-Game Mix (which
    includes the five HORSE games, plus no-limit hold'em, pot-limit Omaha, and
    2-7 triple draw lowball), and 10-Game Mix (which includes
    everything from 8-game mix, plus no-limit 2-7 single draw and badugi.)
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                MOST TRUSTED BRAND IN POKER

                For more than forty years, the World Series of Poker has been the most trusted name in the game. WSOP.com continues this legacy, yet strikes the proper balance between professional-grade and accessible. It's all the action and prestige of the World Series of Poker, from the comfort of your home or locale of choice. At WSOP.com, anyone can play and anyone can win. Dreams are dealt on daily basis. And no matter who you are, there's always a seat waiting for you.

            


            
                
            

            
                WORLD'S MOST GEOGRAPHICALLY DIVERSIFIED GAMING COMPANY

                Caesars Entertainment Corporation is the world's most geographically diversified casino-entertainment company. Since its beginning in Reno, Nevada, 75 years ago, Caesars has grown through development of new resorts, expansions and acquisitions and now operates casinos on four continents. The company's resorts operate primarily under the Caesars®, Harrah's® and Horseshoe® brand names. Caesars also owns the World Series of Poker® and the London Clubs International family of casinos. For more information, please visit www.caesars.com.
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            Caesars welcomes those that are of legal casino gambling age to our website.

            WSOP.com is owned by Caesars Interactive Entertainment, Inc.
            
                One Caesars Palace Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89109
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            | Terms & Conditions
            | Privacy Policy
            | Security
            | Contact Us

            

            Press Room
            | Tournament Rules
            | FAQ
            | Newsletter Signup
            | Business and Registration Policies
        

        
            Know When to Stop Before You Start® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER (426-2537).
        

        
            ©2024, Caesars Interactive Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  The use of this website is governed by NV law
        

    

    



        

        

    

    

    
